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PORT-AU-PRINCE: Seated on an earth-
en floor on the outskirts of Haiti’s capital
city, seven-year-old Samuel Jean fash-
ions a l ittle boat from a piece of
wrought iron. This not child’s play, but
work, as the little boy helps his parents
craft trinkets to sell to tourists for a mea-
ger sum.

Officially, Haiti’s labor laws forbid
minors younger than 14 from working,
but extreme poverty leaves no other
option for many families on this divided
Caribbean island, the poorest country in
the Americas.

In the village of Noailles on the out-
skirts of Port-au-Prince, a half-century
old tradition exists of employing chil-
dren to create ornaments from wrought
iron. “Many people have come here to
see our work: Bill Clinton, foreign MPs,
ambassadors,” shouts Walner Joseph,
46, over the clanging of hammers in his
workshop that employs about 15 peo-
ple, including children.

“He’s a big boss, even at his age,”
Joseph jokes, pointing to a child of
about eight or nine. “The tradition con-
tinues like that-it is an eternal way of life
in Noailles,” he said. 

More souvenirs than tourists 
Tourism has yet to take off in Haiti.

For now, there are more souvenirs in cir-
culation than visitors, so much of what is
produced by Haiti’s artisans end up
being purchased-sometimes for Haitian
expatriate merchants-for sale to cus-
tomers elsewhere in the Caribbean.
Artisan Bastien Jean Ricardo who sells
his wares for the overseas market, has
been fortunate enough to find a backer
that promotes Haitian artisanal prod-
ucts. For Ricardo, 36, his success was
forged in youth, hammering iron at the
same age he was learning to read. “It
was a little hard at first. I gave myself a
few whacks on my finger with the ham-
mer,” he recalls.

Ricardo’s wares are billed as “fair
trade” yet he too follows the custom of
training proteges at a tender age-illus-
trating the widespread reality of children

working for a living in Haiti, despite child
labor laws banning the practice on paper.

“I’m showing the craft to young peo-
ple, but what I give them to do is easier”
than the work he did at the same age,
he said. “Some children start work at
four or five years old. It is true that it’s
dangerous, but one has nothing else
beside that to live on.”

More than 60 percent of the Haitian
population earns less than two dollars a
day, and nearly half of all homes are run
by single parents, usually women-the
group hardest hit by poverty. “Placing a
child in a situation where he has to work
is not necessarily seen as something
negative but as a bridge, a way to access
the services that he otherwise would not
have access to,” explained Inah Kaloga,
UNICEF’s local child protection officer.

Supplementing a meager living 
In Haiti, where 80 percent of schools

are private, Kaloga said, the cost for
tuition, uniforms and other education-
related expenses can be a burden for
parents. “Faced with these barriers to an

education, for many families, the idea of
children working is not about earning
extra income to improve daily life, but
about providing for children’s needs in a
regular and sustainable way,” she said.

It is poverty like this that led Tyson
Jean-Baptiste to the metal workshop in
Noailles when he was just nine years old.
“Iron is the only thing on offer as a busi-
ness, and I want to finish high school,” said
Tyson, now 18. But by no means every
young child in work in Haiti can afford an
education in parallel. For some, like little
Samuel Jean, daily labor in the workshop
is a matter of simple survival. When work
is plentiful in Noailles, the boy can earn as
much as 10 dollars per day, a vital supple-
ment to the living his father, a maize
farmer, is able to eke from the land.

It is a grinding existence.  Samuel’s
family of five squeezes into a makeshift
shelter just a few square meters in size,
sealed with plastic sheeting held up by
sticks. He makes his daily round of work-
shops and dreams of one day, perhaps,
owning his own craft shop to peddle
wares to tourists. —AFP

Tourist trinkets crafted 
by Haiti’s child artisans

PORT-AU-PRINCE: Samuel paints a metal craft with a mixture of black paint
and varnish, in the village of Noailles, in Croix des Bouquets, 12.9 kilome-
ters (8.0 mi) to the northeast of Port-au-Prince. — AFP

PRAGUE: Czech Republic and/or Czechia? Ever since gaining
independence after their peaceful split with Slovakia in
1993, the Czechs have been poring over a correct short form
for their country’s name. Led by President Milos Zeman,
Czech officials fed up with seeing often wrong and chaoti-
cally used names for the Czech Republic launched a cam-
paign this month that should end the dispute once and for
all. “I use the word Czechia because it sounds nicer and it’s
shorter than the cold Czech Republic,” Zeman once said. The
Czechs are going to propose that the United Nations regis-
ters the names of “Czechia” in English, “Tchequie” in French,
“Chequia” in Spanish and “Tschechien” in German as transla-
tions of the Czech version, “Cesko”.

These are still subject to approval by the Czech govern-
ment, and will be used wherever the longer, formal name is
not required. “The name ‘Czechia’ will not replace the full
official name of the Czech Republic,” the foreign ministry
says on its website.

The relationship between the two will be similar to that
of France with its official name, the French Republic. But the
issue has sparked controversy even inside the Czech centre-
left government. “I disagree with the name ‘Czechia’,”
Regional Development Minister Karla Slechtova said,

adding: “I don’t want people to confuse our country with
Chechnya.”

To which the foreign ministry retorted: “Poor geographi-
cal knowledge cannot be a reason for not using a country’s
name.”  It pointed out there are plenty of countries with sim-
ilar-sounding monikers, from Niger and Nigeria to Slovakia
and Slovenia. Czechs living abroad sometimes face other
unexpected problems when telling people where they were
born. “I  prefer to say I ’m from Prague,” says Ivana
Schachnerova, living in Italy since 1989.

“When I say I’m Czech (ceca), everyone will help me cross
the street,” confusing the word for “cieca” or “blind”. Even
the Czech language does not have a generally accepted
short name for the territory which was once the Bohemian
Kingdom (Regnum Bohemiae) before becoming part of the
Habsburg Monarchy. In 1918 it was incorporated in the new-
ly-established Czechoslovakia and then turned into the
Czech Republic when Czechoslovakia split in 1993, four
years after shedding its totalitarian Communist rule of four
decades.

The search for a short name has been a puzzler in a land
that was founded, according to ancient legend, by the
mythological “Forefather Cech”. — AFP

My name? Make it simple: Czechia!

A Russian Soyuz 2.1a rocket carrying Lomonosov, Aist-
2D and SamSat-218 satellites lifts off from the new
Vostochny cosmodrome outside the city of Uglegorsk,
about 200 km from the city of Blagoveshchensk in the
far eastern Amur region yesterday. —AFP

VOSTOCHNY, Russia: Russia launched the first rocket from its
new Vostochny cosmodrome yesterday, with President
Vladimir Putin hailing the event after dressing down officials
over a delay caused by a technical glitch. The launch is a major
milestone for Russia’s beleaguered space sector, with the new
spaceport in the far east of the country touted to mark a
rebirth of an industry plagued by a string of embarrassments
in recent years.

The Soyuz 2.1a rocket carrying three satellites took off at
11:01 am (0201 GMT), the Roscosmos national space agency
said in a statement, after the countdown was automatically
halted for technical reasons 24 hours previously.

National television showed the Soyuz 2.1a taking off into a
blue sky in light winds, although foreign media organisations
including AFP were not allowed to enter the new space cen-
tre. Putin was present for the take-off. “You know they say that
the proof of the pudding is in the eating. You have  to make
the first launch to confirm the cosmodrome is ready for work.
And you did it!” Putin told industry officials.

“I want to congratulate you. We can be proud. It’s a serious
and important contribution to the development of the
Russian space industry,” he added.

“Yesterday the technical side was put to the test and the
launch had to be stopped, but it happens. It’s a normal thing.”
The postponement of Vostochny’s inaugural launch had seen
the Russian strongman scold space chiefs-despite delays
worldwide being relatively frequent.

A European launch from French Guiana had to be put off
three times last week before finally taking place on
Monday.The Russian delay was due to a malfunction of a
cable, a space agency spokesman, Mikhail Fadeyev, told AFP.

‘World leader’  
Construction on the new spaceport began in 2012 but has

been marred by a string of labour disputes, corruption scan-
dals and delays. The first satellite launch had been scheduled
for late 2015, but setbacks forced authorities to review the
timetable.

“Despite all its failings, Russia remains the world leader in
the number of space launches,” Putin told a meeting of space
officials on Wednesday. “But the fact that we’re encountering
a large number of failures is bad.  There must be a timely and
professional reaction.”

The new spaceport in the far eastern Amur region has
been hailed by Putin as Russia’s biggest current building
project with a budget estimated at 300 billion-400 billion
rubles ($4.5 billion-$6 billion, four billion-5.3 billion euros).
Some 10,000 workers have been building 115 kilometres (70
miles) of roads  — AFP
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